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Here Comes the Bride!
The ladies of Eugowra enjoyed a lovely High Tea and parade of bridal gowns, dating from early last century to the
present,at the recent VIEW Club birthday celebrations at Eat Your Greens. Pictured below are the wedding gowns of
Jeanette Norris and Kirsten Heinzel. More pictures on page eighteen and nineteen.

Anne Heath, Chairperson
and Editor

Just a few words about our editorial policy at the News.
As you know the News is supplied free to all Eugowra
households. You can also request a subscription and
we will mail the News to you at a cost that covers
postage and handling. The News is paid for out of our
advertising revenue.

Anne Burns
Cassie Gates
Peter Heath
Bob Roach

We build the News as a Publisher document, that
means we have to build in increments of four pages. I
aim for 36 pages a month and we have enough regular
advertisers to cover the cost of printing this. If we have
additional ads we can print additional stories. Juggling
the space in the News is one of the big tasks each
month.

Jodie Greenhalgh

Nicole Brindle

John Park

Emily Cross

St. Josephs School, Sarah
de Lange

We have a group of regular contributors whose input
into the News we have sought. These articles take
precedence in the News. I try to publish all
contributions I receive but sometimes have to make
editorial decisions. My criteria is that stories from and
about the Eugowra community take precedence.

Josh Driver

We also maintain the Eugowra News Webpage and
Facebook page. This is all done on an entirely
voluntary basis. Volunteers from the Lions Club and
the community also collect the News from Parkes and
fold it up so it can be delivered free to your mailbox.

Nina Hooper

Belinda Edmonstone

Judy Smith

Eugowra Public School,
Kylie Reeves
Cassie Gates

CWA, Val McGrath

Next Issue Deadline:

By and large editing the news is an interesting way to
contribute to the Eugowra Community if you have any
local news you would like to see included please feel
free to contact me. I would really like a regular
contributor from in town as I rarely even get into
Eugowra these days due to my work commitments.

Friday 23rd August 2013
The News will be available on
30th August

It is exciting to see another new business in town,
welcome to the Pharmacy, hopefully next month we will
introduce the staff of Eugowra’s newest business.

Advertising and Editorial Material To
Anne Heath

Many thanks to the person who anonymously donated
$50 towards the News.

Phone 68592944

Enjoy the News,

e-mail:

Anne

editor@eugowranews.com.au

Deadline

Publication

23rd August

30th August

20th September

27th September

25th October

1st November

22nd November

29th November

420 copies printed and distributed throughout
the community.
Please note: Views expressed by
contributors are not the responsibility of
Eugowra Lions Club INC. or the Editor
Online at www.eugowranews.com.au
Follow us on facebook
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What's on this month including Doctors
Surgery hours Ph. 68592220

August 2013
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

1

2

3

4

Drs. 9-4

Manildra Drs. 9-1

Rugby League

Extra ordinary
metg at Bowling
Club

Eugowra vs Cargo

5

6

7

8

9

Drs. 9-5

Manildra Drs. 9-1

Drs. 9-11

Drs. 9-4

Manildra Drs. 9-1

10

Rugby League
Condobolin vs
Eugowra

Pink & Bling

12

13

14

15

16

Drs. 9-5

Manildra Drs. 9-1

Drs. Closed

Drs. 9-4

Manildra Drs. 9-1

11

17

18
Rugby League
Molong vs Eugowra

19

20

21

22

23

Drs. 9-5

Manildra Drs. 9-1

Drs. 9-11

Drs. 9-4

Manildra Drs. 9-1

26

27

28

29

30

31

Drs. 9-5

Manildra Drs. 9-1

Drs. Closed

Drs. 9-4

Manildra Drs. 9-1

Trivia Night 7:30

Fold up News at
Central
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The Bathurst District Historical Society is currently organising the Ben Hall Raid Weekend Festival in Bathurst to be
held on 27th to 29th September this year. The event marks the historic and daring raid on Bathurst on Saturday
evening of the 3rd October, 1863, some 150 years ago by Ben Hall and his gang.
The main day is Saturday and will include a re-enactment of the raid in William Street with the NSW Mounted Police
playing the role of the 1863 Police. Russell Street is being blocked off to allow numerous bushranging, colonial and
historic exhibitions, displays and associated activities; tours of the historic Bathurst Court House; bus, walking and
driving tours of significant ‘raid’ sites, cemetery and local associated homes and a great deal more. A ‘Ben Hall Raid
Dinner’ with bushranging historian Peter Smith is being held in the evening.
The Bathurst District Historical Society is trying to contact relations of bushrangers, police, victims from the Ben Hall
era and other interested persons. People are asked to please contact the Bathurst District Historical Society, P.O. Box
237, Bathurst NSW 2795 or personally call to the BDHS Museum, phone 63315404 or email
info@bathursthistory.org.au or amcrae@lisp.com.au
From Alan McRae – FAIHA, President Bathurst District Historical Society
Home phone 63315404 amcrae@lisp.com.au
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In This Issue
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20. Show News

8. Caring for the land
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For more information contact
Cabonne Home & Community
Care Service
6344 1199
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1300 369 738
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Caring for the Land
With Nina Hooper

Hello Eugowra.

create wildlife corridors and perhaps also use trees and
shrubs that are aesthetically pleasing as well.

It's looking like a typical winter isn’t it – with crisp
mornings, fogs that last till lunchtime and plenty of
moisture so far.

When you are considering trees it is also crucial to think
about preparation.

Lets hope that the rain continues to appear when we
need it so that we can have a clear run this year!

In our climate you need to think water, water, water and
set your trees up for the best possible start and to lessen
the need to water them in an ongoing way.

There continue to be changes in the area of natural
resource management, with the CMAs, LHPA and
sections of DPI moving into the new Local Land Services
organisation.

If you are planting trees in any sort of number, you don’t
want them to be a burden and an extra job around the
farm.

The LLS will be up and running as of the 1st of January
and until that time it is business of usual in all that we do.

Weed control is paramount –as with any crop weeds can
be the absolute decider as to whether your planting
succeeds or fails.

With this in mind and with National Tree Day about to
happen, I thought I would spend a bit of time this month
talking about trees on farms.

Of course, you can control weeds as your trees grow, but
imagine the moisture loss that would have already
occurred for your trees.

We are all prone to planting the odd tree but its important
to realise the real benefits that they have to offer on the
land. Trees really multiple benefits: they help bind the
soil; protect soil and pastures from wind - in fact increase
pasture growth by creating a warmer microclimate;
increase stock production (cold stock eat more!),
encourage wildlife; attract birds which eat pasture pests;
reduce erosion; improve waterlogged areas; improve
aesthetic values, and can also improve the resale value
of land:

Its also important to source your trees early.
We once had in the district a ready source of trees with
more than one supplier but now they’re a bit more widely
spread.
It’s a good idea to call Landcare to find out the best tree
supplier and you can find their office at 0268624914
Choose trees that grow locally and don’t be swayed by
fancy large leafed, soft looking plants.



Planting trees may improve surrounding pasture
and reduce stock stress, therefore improving
production.

Local natives will be already adapted to your climate,
pests and soils and will have the best chance of growing
into big beautiful trees.



So losing areas that are often not productive (e.g.
drainage and creek lines) can actually improve
productivity rather than reduce it.

Good luck and talk to you next month!
On behalf of the Jackson family, we would like to
thank the community, close friends, family and the
people that attended on the night of the fire. Thanks
to the wide spread community that have been
extremely generous and supportive with their
generosity, clothes , housing, money, kind words,
support and those from outside our local community
that have helped. You have all been the first step
for us getting restarted, it is greatly appreciated,
Lloyd , Shirilee , Bayden , Shalara

When planting, use native trees, shrubs and ground
cover to maximise the soil protection and suppress
weeds.
Mixed plantings establish better and allow wind to pass
through - creating less turbulence (than solid windbreaks)
and providing more protection to stock and pastures.
When planting trees - look for areas that provide multiple
benefits - for example, shelter-belts can slow run-off and
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Extra Ordinary Meeting
Has been called
no interest has been shown in keeping

Eugowra COMMUNITY Bowls and
Recreation Club Limited
Running
It will be held on Sunday 4th August 2013
At 11.00am
If a full committee is not formed at the extra ordinary meeting,
the club will legally close
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Eugowra Licensed
Post Office

TRIVIA NIGHT
Saturday, 31 August 7.30pm
No electric gadgets for answers!
Competitions. Supper.

Please note the telephone
number for the Eugowra Post
Office has changed:

Your support for this fun night
will assist the
ongoing maintenance work on the RTC building.
Our local Post Office. Credit Union, Centrelink
agencies.
Details on posters in the township in the next
few weeks

Telephone: 68592718
Fax: 68592716

At Eugowra Community Bowls & Recreation
Club.
Tables can be booked with Judy Smith 68592218
Elaine Cheney 68592820
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With Term 3 off to a great start in the classrooms and
with extra-curricular activities under way we look forward
to another busy term at EPS.

Bend was showcasing their Creative Arts programs to
our students. Congratulations to the talented students
from Red Bend and thank you to St Joey’s for inviting us
– our students were captivated by the show.

We would like to acknowledge and congratulate our end
of Term 2 award recipients from our End of Term 2
Assembly;

On Friday 2nd August we will join forces with the
Community for our Schools Tree Day activity, planting
out our community vegetable gardens. Thank you to
David Hyde, Arnie Howell and our General Assistant
Garry White with your assistance the garden beds have
been filled with soil and are ready to ‘grow’.

Students of the Term : - Infants – Makala Leonard;
Primary – Corey Williams; Library Student – Mitchell
McMahon.
Assembly Awards: - Infants – Olivia Connell, Anastacia
Mulligan, Chelsea Leonard, Hannah Williams Primary –
Jake Greenhalgh, Toby Matheson, Ryan Valentine,
Savannah Bevan.
From Miss Adams: - Infants – Macey Greenhalgh;
Primary – Darcy Merchant.
100% Attendance: - Toby Matheson, Montana Bevan,
Tamara Greenhalgh, Peter Valentine, Amelia McMaugh,
Jed Matheson, Corey Williams, Savannah Bevan, Jodi
Williams, Anastacia Mulligan, Ethan Brown, Sonny
Bevan, Cameron Mulligan, Alec Maclean, Mitchell
McMahon, Joe Valentine.
At the end of Term 2 we also participated in Crazy Hair
Day and Red Nose Day in support of Cystic Fibrosis and
SIDS respectively. The students made a great effort with
their crazy hairdos making it very difficult for our guest
judges Henry and Helen Hoswell to choose the winners.
At our assembly, Mr Henry Hoswell was presented with
his retirement medal on behalf of the Department of
Education. Henry worked for Eugowra Public School for a
period of 15 years as the General Assistant and it was a
nice opportunity to acknowledge Henry for his years in
the workforce. The children enjoyed the stories of his
working life and career with the Federal Police.
In the last week of the term the students were treated to
a performance called “A Slice of Vaudeville”. Mr Allan
Sloggett thrilled the students with his magic,
ventriloquism and one man variety show.
On Monday 22nd July our students were invited to St
Joseph’s School to watch music, dance and drama
performances by students from Red Bend College. Red
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The uly guest speaker was member Bronwyn uest
who spoke of her lap banding experiences. Bronwyn
related that the operation which took place two years
ago has been a lif e-changing experience. She decided
to have it for health reasons, not just weight loss,
because she was heading towards Diabetes Type 2,
had diff iculty in breathing at night and her joints were not
holding her weight.
The keyhole surgery (not covered by Medicare or private
health insurance) involved 5 incisions and the insertion
of a plastic band around the upper part of her stomach
and a tube connecting the band to a port near her
navel. The port f acilitates the addition withdrawal of
saline solution by injection to adjust the band as
necessary to limit increase food intake.
A new way of eating based on several small “wet” meals
per day, thoroughly chewed, and the exclusion of “white
foods” such as chicken, rice and bread complements
the lap band and has result ed in Bronwyn losing 33kg
and enjoying a muc h better quality of lif e. Margaret
Swif t thanked Bronwyn for her f ascinating talk and
presented her with a small gift.

Members of the Eugowra community are warmly
invited to oin us for a Moroccan lunch at our
International Day on Saturday 17 August in St
oseph s Community Hall at 12.00pm for 12.30pm.
Please RSVP to Margaret Swif t on 6859 2256 by 9
August. A range of delicious Moroccan dishes will be
provided and Moroccan artef acts will be on display.
The children’s school posters will be displayed in the
Supermarket walkway f rom Monday 12 August till
Thursday the 15th and will then be transf erred to the
Community Hall f or judging at 11.00am on the Sat urday
and results announc ed at the lunch.
This time of the year is always busy as Branches hold
their International Days, and it has been a particularly
busy time for Wendy Carey who is the Group’s
International Off icer.
Wendy has attended the
International Days for Borenore, Cumnock, Millthorpe
and Orange Branches. Margaret Swif t and Frances
Anderson attended the Forbes day and Wendy Carey
and Esther Hyde visited the Cumnock Branch f or their
celebration.
Margaret Swif t, Wendy Carey, Frances Anderson, and
Helen Perry heard lots of tips f or the Land Cookery
Competition and enjoyed lunch at the Cookery and
Cultural Day at Cudal on 22 July.
Members News: a big welcome to our newest member,
Kylie Godden, f ormerly of Sydney; condolences to
Yvonne Smalley on the passing of her mother, Gladys
Watson; and congratulations to Wendy Carey on
The next meeting will be held on Friday 9 August at
11.00am. The Guest Speaker will be Janet Noble
talking about her recent
ueensland trip. Please
advise Margaret Swif t on 6859 2256 if you require
lunch.

Several members had
a
most
enjoyable
af ternoon when they
joined The Eugowra
VIEW Club f or their
5th
birthday
celebration at Eat Your
Greens on June 30.
L-R: Yvonne Smalley,
Margaret
Swif t,
Franc es
Anderson,
Jenny
Anderson,
Dorothy Jones, Helen
Perry
and
la
Langf ield.
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Moroccan Lamb with Couscous
Ingredients

Method

1 fresh long red chilli, chopped finely
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1 3 cup Moroccan seasoning mix
2 tablespoons olive oil
1kg lamb strips
2 teaspoons cornflour
3 1 3 cups (830ml) salt-reduced chicken stock
salt and freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 cups (400g) couscous
30g butter, chopped
150g char-grilled eggplant, drained, sliced
½ cup coarsely chopped flat-leaf parsley leaves
250g prepared hummus

Combine chilli, garlic, Moroccan seasoning and oil in a
medium bowl, add lamb; toss to coat lamb.
Cook lamb, in batches, in a heated large non-sticking
frying pan, until browned and cooked through. Combine
cornflour with one tablespoon of the stock; add to pan
with 11 3 cups (330ml) of the remaining stock. Cook, stirring, until sauce thickens slightly. Season to taste with
salt and pepper.
Meanwhile, combine remaining 2 cups (500ml) stock and
oil in medium saucepan; bring to the boil. Remove from
heat; stir in couscous and butter. Cover; stand about 5
minutes or until liquid is absorbed; fluff with a fork. Stir in
eggplant and parsley. (Reserve and refrigerate 1 3 of the
couscous mixture and lamb mixture.)
Serve lamb with couscous and hummus.
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Its back to school af ter a lovely wintery break during the
holidays. Its always great to hear the stories and see the
happy smiling f aces back in the classroom.
TEACHIN

SOUTHERN RE I ON ATHLE TICS CANO I NDRA
Well done to Katie Townsend, Jordan Moore, Liam
Heinzel, Belle
Lily Wallac e who represented the
school at Southern Region athletics on Friday 26th.
The competition was very stiff but congratulations to
Liam who won a f ew green ribbons in his shot put
and running.

STAFF

These next four weeks will see Mrs Heidi Holland in the
Primary Room as our visiting Prac Teacher. Heidi is in
her 2nd year of Primary Teaching
We also welcome Mrs Kylie Whatman who will be
working with Mrs Dowd focusing on Numeracy and
Literacy work with all classes and on an individual basis.
We welcome Kylie to the St Joseph’s f amily.

BI E SAFTEY DAY
Thanks to Senior Constable Miles Burdin and the
team f rom Cowra PCYC f or our Bike Saf ety day on
Friday 26th. The children had a wonderf ul af ternoon
riding their bikes around the grounds, then some
bike maintenance and saf ety bef ore doing the ‘road
rules’. We even had traff ic lights! The older children
even did a lap around town with a police escort.

RED BEND VISIT
On Monday 22nd we were lucky to have a visit f rom the
Red Bend Music department showing off the students
musical talents and abilities. It was great to see Mrs
Justine Squire again along with some other ex Joeys
people; Maddy Vincent, Emmy Den, Anika Heinzel
singing and playing their songs

St Joseph’s Staff
Students

ntil next month,
Take care
God Bless.
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and

Weddings Dresses Through the Ages
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Lions members and their guests enjoyed a lovely
barbecue lunch at the home of Max and Margaret
Swift on 7th of July. Members are enjoying the more
relaxed format of informal get togethers.
In the next few months the club will have a dinner at
the Central Hotel after folding up the News, man the
gate at the Show and organise a car boot sale.
Please feel free to assist us in any of these activities.
We are happy to welcome our new members, Tony
Toohey, Sandra Welch and Bruce Gregory and
hope they enjoy being part of our friendly hard
working club.
Pictured below guests at the recent barbecue.
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SIR DAVID ATTENBORO GH VISITS
AGE OF FISHES M SE M
Visitors to Canowindra’s Age of Fishes Museum received
a surprise this week when they were joined by one of the
most famous and recognisable people on the planet – Sir
David Attenborough.
The world’s best known natural history film-maker called
into the museum on a private visit with palaeontologist Dr
Alex Ritchie.
The pair marked the 20th anniversary since Dr Ritchie
helped excavate the ancient fish fossils on display at the
museum, which provides a glimpse of life during the
Devonian Period 360 million years ago - long before
dinosaurs walked the earth.
A chance discovery near Canowindra in 1955 revealed
an extensive fossil bed containing the remains of
thousands of bizarre freshwater fish. Some had armour,
others had lungs and some were huge predators with
jaws like crocodiles.
Many were new to science.
Sir David, who is on a speaking tour in Australia,
described the Age of Fishes collection as world class.
He spent four hours at the museum before lunching with
committee members.
Regarded as a national treasure in Britain, the 87-yearold has been the face and voice of natural history
programs for 60 years and is producing another series for
the BBC.
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information on the kitchen and hall hire. For the adults
the bar will be open for a drink whilst enjoying the show
and all it has to offer.
The search is now on for the 2013 showgirl, With Lydia
Herbert’s time as showgirl coming to an end. It is time to
find our next Miss Eugowra it could be you. The showgirl
competition offers the young lady who wins a fantastic
opportunity to not only represent her community but the
opportunity to travel and make new friends and contacts.
With the 100th anniversary being celebrated this year,
there will be a thrilling and authentic re-enactment of the
escort rock gold robbery. The re-enactment is going to
have a showcase of expert horsemanship. As well as a
very authentic and very real display of the events that
took place on that historic day.

2013 Eugowra Show Shaping Up
Yet!!!

This year’s grand parade will be a trip down memory lane
with the best of modern and old on display as well as
livestock and a mixed display of everything great the
show has to offer. There is set to be a fantastic display of
antique and unique farm machinery on display at this
year’s show, as well as the best in modern and advanced
farm machinery. There will be something to start
everyone’s motor.

to be the Best

2013 is set to be the biggest and best year of the
Eugowra Show, not only is the show celebrating 100
fantastic years it is also celebrating our fantastic town
and all it has to offer.

Whilst you’re enjoying the show be sure to stop by the
pavilion and check out all on display. From the beautiful
cakes and gourmet creations to the creative artwork and
craft displays from around the local community and
schools. Be sure to Take a moment away from carnival
atmosphere and get lost in the delicious and
imaginative….

This year the NSW police force will be showcasing its
PolAir nit at the Eugowra Show, this is a display not to
be missed. The PolAir unit is the aviation support branch
of the NSW Police force. PolAir provides a broad range
of services some of which include counter terrorism
support, crime operations, search and rescue just to
name a few. There will be a PolAir helicopter on display
at the show. As well as officers from the PolAir unit. It is
yet to be confirmed if the police dog unit will be attending
the show. This will depend on the federal election and
the date on which it falls on.

Speaking of creative you may spot a few interesting
sculptures on display around the show. No there not the
work of madmen!! They are the product of locals letting
their creative juices flow!! Take a moment to investigate
and explore the materials used to create these
masterpieces.

At the 2013 show there will be a fantastic draught horse
display. This will include a log snig and a lead
competition. Be sure to stop by the draught horse display
and catch all the action. It will be an attraction the whole
family can enjoy.

There are so many things happening at this years show
as well as new events there are some of everyones old
favourites, including the skill and stockman ship of
working dog trials, the gloss and pedigree of the cattle
and sheep rings, the display of local produce and
business, the carnage of the demolition derby, the
glamour of the showgirl competition and of course the
athleticism of the show jumping and horse events. There
truly is something for every member of the family.

Speaking of great attractions the whole family can enjoy,
the carnival atmosphere will be in full flight in the
sideshow alley area with some of the best rides and
attractions in the country being at this year’s show. There
will be entertainment galore for the whole family to enjoy,
no matter what age!

There is so much to see do and explore at the 100th
Eugowra Show so get amongst it!! Explore, Play, Enjoy,
and take time out to celebrate everything that’s great
about where we live! Come and spend a day at the show!

As always there will be fantastic food on offer at the
show, with the local ladies cooking up a storm. In our
new and improved kitchen facility. Be sure to stop in and
have a bite to eat and check out our facilities. The new
kitchen is available for hire with the hall for all your
parties and events. Contact the show society for further

Emily Cross
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Ladies and Gentlemen...

Miss Eugowra Showgirl 2013

Do you think you
have the flare of
Liberace or the style
of Audrey Hepburn?

Eugowra Show Society Inc.
Celebrating 100 years of growth
On the 13th & 14th of September

Why not enter the show’s
unique, new and exciting
period costume competition!

Any girls between the age of
18 to 24

With this year being 100
years of the Eugowra Show
the time period is (19011913).

Wishing to participate as
Miss Eugowra Showgirl
In this years Eugowra Show

So dust off your fabulous
frocks and hats! Great
prizes to be awarded.

Please Contact
Janice Myors on
6859 2516
Or
0428 290 642
21
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Remember your Skin when you “Pink & Bling”

Wear a hat that covers the head, neck and ears,

This month Pink Blink is on again when we remember,
act and prevent Breast Cancer.

Wear sun protective clothing and close-fitting sunglasses,
Wear an SPF30+ sunscreen.

When you are examining your breasts (Ladies
Gentlemen) remember to have a good look at your skin.
YO

Avoid using solariums (tanning salons).
Parents please be over the top with your kids. Their
bodies are growing and this means their cells are even
more sensitive to sunburn.

should be checking monthly

If you can’t see your own back, ask a family member or
friend to help you. If you see something on someone else
let them know.

Get changes to your moles checked by your Doctor. The
earlier the detection of a cancerous mole the less likely it
is to have spread. The five year survival for people
diagnosed with melanoma is 91%, rising to 99% if the
melanoma is detected before it has spread. If spread is
within the region of the primary melanoma, the five year
survival is 65%, dropping to 15% if the disease is
widespread.

Melanoma
Melanoma is the fourth most common cancer diagnosed
in Australia.
Incidence and mortality
In 2009 there were over 11,500 new cases of melanoma
diagnosed in Australia, accounting for nearly one in ten
cancer diagnoses.

For more information, contact Cancer Council Helpline on
13 11 20 (cost of a local call).

In Australia in 2011, there were 1544 deaths due to
melanoma.
What do you look for ?
By looking at your skin regularly you can see if the lumps
and bumps (moles and freckles) are changing. Look at
ABCDE
A = Asymmetry (not even or balanced)
B= Irregular Border
C= uneven Colour
D= Diameter (usually over 6mm)
E = Evolving (changing or growing)
Causes
Melanoma risk increases with exposure to V radiation –
This is in sunlight and light from suntanning machines
(solariums).
We absolutely need healthy amounts of sunshine to
maintain our health but getting sunburnt is inviting danger
into your skin.
Prevention
Avoid sunburn by minimising sun exposure when the
SunSmart V Alert exceeds 3 and especially in the
middle of the day when V levels are most intense.
Seek shade
24

SAY G’DAY
With the colder weather upon us, we often don’t venture outside, especially
the older folk or disabled in the community.
In colder weather we tend to get a bit depressed as we can’t go and do what
we normally would in warmer months, eg gardening, walking, sitting out in
the garden, and we tend to make excuses eg too cold , too wet, I’m aching all
over, etc.
Nowadays a lot of folk are concerned regarding the price of electricity and
rates, and general living expenses. Some won’t turn their heaters on because
they are concerned of the cost of electricity or gas.
For the month of August why not “say G’Day” to your neighbour. Just a quick
phone call or a cuppa with your neighbour, just to make sure their OK. Often
our elderly neighbours get a bit lonely, some folk live on their own with no
family in town.

Any concerns please contact:- Ann Stenhouse- Eugowra Community Nurse
0429152380
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New Sheep Health Statement Released
By: Kasia Hunter, Lachlan LHPA District Veterinarian
Wool Producers Australia (WPA) and the Sheepmeat
Council of Australia (SCA) have recently released the
new and improved Sheep Health Statement (SHS) which
is to be used as of the 1st of July 2013. The new
document was developed by WPA and SCA in
consultation with sheep producers, government and
independent experts. The SHS has been designed to be
adopted nationally.

Pain relief for mulesing

The Sheep Health Statement is one of the most
important disease risk management tools that buyers can
use to make an informed decision regarding the health
status and management history of any stock they wish to
purchase. Therefore, the SHS should be considered an
important step in maintaining biosecurity on your farm.

Written by Belinda Edmonstone, Lachlan LHPA district
vet (Forbes office)
Many producers will be preparing for the annual event of
marking and mulesing winter and spring drop lambs.
Animal advocacy groups over the years have been
pushing to ban the practice of mulesing altogether on
animal welfare grounds. This can have negative trade
implications with animal welfare becoming increasingly
consumer driven. Whilst we all know how much suffering
a sheep with breech strike will go through and the
benefits of mulesing they have a point in that performing
a surgical procedure on an animal without any pain relief
does create some animal welfare issues. The ultimate
aim for industry is to breed sheep that do not require
mulesing or to develop a less painful alternative to
mulesing.

The use of Sheep Health Statements, although not
mandatory, is highly recommended whenever sheep are
bought and sold. Without this document producers would
have limited information regarding the disease risk posed
by brought-in stock. Sheep Health Statements are also
commonly requested by many agricultural shows in order
to minimise the risk of diseases spreading when sheep
from different properties and locations co-mingle.
The new SHS captures information on important
diseases such as footrot, lice, Ovine Brucellosis and
Ovine Johne’s Disease (OJD), allowing buyers to make
informed decisions regarding potential new introductions
to their herd. The new form (as with previous versions)
also details any treatments which the consigned sheep
may have been given, for example drenches or
vaccinations.

In the meantime we do have a product that can be used
on mulesing wounds to provide pain relief, reduce
bleeding and help protect the wound from infection. For
those producers that have already been using Tri-Solfen I
have no doubt you have seen the benefits. For those that
have not used it now is time to consider it. Tri-Solfen is a
spray-on anaesthetic and antiseptic that is applied to
numb the wound immediately post-mulesing. It contains
two local anaesthetics: a fast acting one that will reduce
pain immediately after application and a longer acting
one providing pain relief for up to 8 hours. The antiseptic
cleans the wound and provides protection from bacterial
contamination. It also contains adrenalin which causes
the blood vessels to constrict reducing blood loss and
causing wound contraction. It is gel based so it adheres
well to the wound.

It is important to remember that the SHS has legal
significance; therefore before signing these documents
producers must be satisfied that the information provided
is true and correct.
The new statement has been simplified based on
feedback from producers, making it a quick and easy
form to complete. It features a series of ‘yes no’
questions allowing buyers to make informed decisions
suited to their individual circumstances. The ABC points
scheme for OJD has been removed from the new
statement as producer feedback indicated that this
scheme was confusing and ineffective.

The overall result is that post-mulesing lambs mother up
quickly, the wound heals faster and the lamb can focus
on growing – a plus for both animal welfare and the
producer.

The new SHS has been designed to complement the
revised National Ovine Johne’s Disease Management
Plan which aims to limit the spread of OJD in Australia.
This plan also came into effect on the 1st of July 2013.

Tri-Solfen is a Schedule 4 Prescription Medication and
therefore only available from your veterinarian or the
LHPA. It is supplied under an APVMA permit. For more
information please contact your local LHPA office.

Copies of the new SHS are available on the OJD website
(www.ojd.com.au), from your agent or by calling 1800
332 312. Alternatively please feel free to contact your
local Livestock Health and Pest Authority office for a
copy.
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For all your…
Bathroom or Kitchen Renovations,
Home Improvements and Repairs, Tiling etc..

Give Steve a call today!
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• WHITE & RED DECOMPOSED CLEAN GRANITE FOR YOUR
DRIVEWAYS, ROADS, FILL, SHEDS AND STOCKYARDS E.T.C.
• ONE TONNE LOAD DELIVERED IN TOWN AREA
• ANY QUANTITY CAN BE ARRANGED
• PICK UP YOUR SELF BOX TRAILER TO SEMI LOADS BY ARRANGEMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE:
• TOP SOIL– DELIVERED IN TOWN AREA OR PICK UP
• CONCRETE MIX 50/50 SAND BLUEMETAL MIX
• STRAW FOR MULCH, BEDDING E.T.C.

CONTACT: ALAN & MARIE NOBLE (02) 68592266
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A very successful Dog Training Clinic was held on the
weekend 13,14th July, at the property of Kevin and Kay
Howell, to raise money for the 2nd stage of the yards at
the Eugowra Showgrounds.
Seventeen people were in attendance travelling from as
far away as Sydney, Katoomba, Penrith, Narranderra,
Gulgong, Dubbo, Forbes, Cumnock. Kevin gave his time
with the help of Greg Walton from Penrith to teach the
students the finer points in Yard work, field work,
backing, and the block system.
Enough money was raised to finish the yards and the
final panels were delivered on Monday morning.
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Eugowra Girls “Rein” The Plain
Reining is a western riding competition where the rider

Shirilee Jackson will be riding her trained reining mare

guides the horse through a precise

pattern of circles,

Dotty, aka Yellow Polka Dot. Shirilee will be using this

spins and stops. All work is done at the lope and gallop.

mare until her colt is up and running . The colts s father

Reining is often described as a western form of dressage

was imported from America " Son of aGun " and is also a

at speed), as it demands control of every movement. The

national Reiner , " Stun Gun's grandfather "Gunnar" is a

horse should be willingly guided or controlled with little or

5 million dollar sire . Shirilee hopes her colt will be even

no apparent resistance and dictated to completely.

better and they

achieves it he will be standing at stud , only to top quality

Shirilee Jackson and Kate Blackwood are being trained

mares.

by a national “reiner”, Guy Wiseman from Dubbo NSW,
to compete
August

will go to nationals , then once he

in their first event show 17th and18th

Reining is a great sport and out of most things that Kate

at Dubbo, in a featured event "working cow

an Shirilee have done it's very hard to learn , it takes two

horse" Kate Blackwood will be riding her

H mare Daisy

years to train a horse to rein, and costs about $25,000.

Duke. Daisy Duke also has been in training as well with

Not all horses or people can do it , it's like learning how

Guy Wiseman and is going extremely well , she's a very

to ride all over again.

smart mare and a quick learner.
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green leaf area. Most of these varieties that were planted
early should have had a rust spray applied in the
optimum control window (GS32-39) to protect the 3
leaves below flag.

Summer irrigated cropping options
With water abundant in catchments, river levels steady
and an increase in summer crop prices, there is renewed
interest into irrigated summer cropping options around
the districts.

Check growth stages in crops. By doing this, you can
work out both optimum timing of the application and also
determine how many application may be required due to
the already exposed leaf area. All fungicides only
translocate along already emerged leaf area not new leaf
area that has emerged post a fungicide application..

Sorghums (both grain and forage), Maize and Soybeans
are a few that have been mentioned as potential summer
options with their prices starting to increase as the
season’s start grows near.
If thinking about these options there are a few
considerations that need to be addressed before starting
up the tractor and planter.

DO NOT apply fungicides to MR-R varieties. There is no
evidence that spraying MR varieties for stripe rust will
result in any return on input cost. These varieties utilise
adult plant resistance (APR) to protect green leaf area
from increasing infections within the canopy by senescing
(kill) infected areas of leaf to prevent pustules from
producing more spores to infect new leaf.

Paddock selection – did the paddock go under water in
the last floods? Does the paddock require preparation
from a flood damaged pasture? Does ripping or soil
amendments need to occur applied? Have soil tests
been conducted to assess nutrient levels.
Fertilizer options – As suggested in the above point soil
testing will provide a ‘base’ nutrient level to assist in the
design of a nutrient budget for the crop.
Weed pressures – An assessment of weeds in the
paddock would be a good start in deciding what
chemicals may be required for weed control pre sowing.
Also, pre-emergent options should be discussed and
organized for the summer crop of choice.

Utes Boats Trailers Flooring
YOUR LOCAL
RHI NO LINI N S
DEALE R IS:

Water requirements – Although self explanatory, you
need to know how much water may be required to
achieve full yield potentials of the summer crop. By
knowing this, water budgets and estimated water timings
can be designed and implemented to achieve intended
yield goals.

Rhino Linings
Eugowra
Ray Dickens
PH: 0409 592 526

Late Stripe Rust Protection – Do s and Don ts
Late planted crops around the districts are still the most
vulnerable if rainfall occurs and may benefit from a stripe
rust management program to help protect potential yields
in these paddocks.
Some simple guidelines to follow this season in regards
to stripe rust management;
Susceptible varieties (S-MS) should definitely have a
stripe rust package designed for preventing the
background amounts of stripe rust flaring and damaging
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Eugowra Golden Eagles are having a fantastic season so
far. First Grade are giving the crowd solid performances
each week and are in a great position as the clock winds
down in the second half of the competition. Bobby and JJ
Wykamp as coaches are doing a commendable job as
many of the players have been hampered by injury and
work commitments. The Geagles are looking good
coming into the final games and could be a dark horse to
the competition. The juniors have had a tough season
with huge losses to the team from season ending injuries.
Eugowra will be hosting the Woodbridge Cup Grand Final
on Sunday the 15th September this will be a massive day
great for the club and the town with many visitors
expected.
1ST GRADE LADDER ; Eugowra 28 , Cargo 23, Trundle
21 , Canowindra 16, Peakhill 15, Condobolin 15,
Gooloogong 10, Grenfell 8, Molong 2
YO TH LEAG E LADDER ; Peakhill 23 ,Canowindra 18,
Condobolin 16, Grenfell 10, Eugowra 7
LEAG E TAG LADDER; Canowindra 28, Condobolin 28,
Grenfell 18, Eugowra 14, Molong 12, Cargo 8.
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